**KOMBO SD⁺.**

+ PERFORMANCE
+ SPEED
+ PRODUCTIVITY

**Main characteristics**

- Automatic tool **pre-setting**.
- **Multi-tool** head for cutting, creasing and milling materials up to 120 mm.
- Speed up to **102 m/min**, acceleration **1.4G**.
- Video Projection system to **optimise material yield and reduce costs**.
- Integrated, patented **Seeker System** which automatically recognises printed images and reference points.
- Working area with **40 concentrated vacuum sectors** for maximum adhesion even with difficult materials.

**Only Kombo SD⁺ for**

**Automation**: latest generation Elitron technology such as Seeker System, the system which automatically recognises printed images and reference points.

**Reliability**: system constructed using one single block of solid steel. Beams don’t vibrate or bend. High precision rack movement mechanism.

**Versatility**: multi-tool head to work different types of materials at the same time on the working area.

**Performance**: new motors further speed up the cutting head for faster finishing.

**Savings**: the video projection system optimises material yield, minimises waste materials and reduces costs.

**Confidence**: high quality craftsmanship for a truly industrial system.

**Applications**

Infinite creative possibilities for packaging and visual communications.

- Packaging
- POS displays
- Transparent containers
- Publicity banners
- Folders
- Files
- Boxes
- Embossed logos
- Trade fair stand panels
- Promotional flags
- Brochure holders
- And many more

**Innovation** that cuts up the past: Kombo SD⁺. Now with higher performance motors.

An exclusive plotter for the most demanding, with powerful and **unbeatable performance**. The **die-less finishing** system which cuts both times and costs for large and small production runs.

Incomparable speed, up to **102 m/min** with **1.4G** acceleration, reduces production times.

Kombo SD⁺ for maximum technological automation with minimum operator intervention.